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The Windows Operating System uses FAT, NTFS file systems to access the data from the hard
disk. NTFS is the most widely used file system. NTFS (New Technology File System) is the primary
file system used in Microsoft's Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows 2000 and
Windows NT operating systems for storing and retrieving files on a hard disk. This file system uses
advanced data structures which enhances performance, reliability and disk space utilization. In spite
of using of the latest technology features, some issues lead to the corruption of NTFS file system.
When the file system is corrupt blue screen error messages are displayed. The major cause of
these errors may be due to virus attack, malfunctioning of the hardware, improper shut down,
windows crash etc. These faults of NTFS file system arise the need of an NTFS Data Recovery
Software.

NTFS Recovery Software performs smart recovery and gets back all the damaged and lost data
from the partitions of the NTFS file systems. By using a impeccable NTFS recovery tool, deleted
data is recovered from the Recycle Bin and restores the data efficiently and quickly.

When you make a mood to buy this software make sure that the recovery tool is enclosed with the
listed features. It is safer to take a thorough knowledge of the recovery process from the free demo
version of the software's which comes online.

Main Features - NTFS Recovery Program

â€¢	Software supports recovery from the partitions of NTFS & NTFS5 file systems

â€¢	Recovers data from the deleted or the lost files and folders from the emptied Recycle Bin

â€¢	Even if the data is not recognized by the Windows it is easily recovered

â€¢	Recovers data from the bad sectors of any storage media

â€¢	Files and folders with long names are also easily recovered

â€¢	Software supports to recover data on IDE, EIDE, SCSI, SATA, USB and ZIP drives

â€¢	Recovers NTFS data from the hard disk or any storage media such as Pen Drive, Memory card,
Flash memory, Floppy disk, mobile communicators etc.

â€¢	Both a computer novice and a technical expert can execute the recovery process

â€¢	The software allows special features like: File Filter Feature to find a particular file with a particular
name, Save Recovery Scan helps to resume the recovery process later and saves time, Find
feature helps in fetching the specific file from the recovered items in seconds.
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Robert - About Author:
Recover Data  has glittered the software market with its high quality recovery and conversion
software's. They target 100% consumer satisfaction with the latest technology built software's. The
software's are affordable, goal oriented, risk free and time saving. These effortless software's have
free online demo versions which gives you a crystal clear idea about the software before your
investment. A highly expert technical team is available round the clock to meet all the queries of the
customers.
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